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JUDGMENT

1. The prosecution in this case was launched by the lodging of the ejahar with the Officer  
in Charge of the Lanka Police Station by the informant Sri Dibakar Das on 17/09/11 to 
the effect that on 13/09/11, his paternal uncle/victim Nantulal Das was returning home 
from Lanka Bazar in an auto bearing number AS-02E-6654. At Dakkhin Jorapukhuri the 
auto had stopped to drop some passenger. At that time another auto bearing number 
AS-02E-1847 which was driven in a high speed came from behind and hit the auto in 
which the victim was travelling from behind. As a result the victim fell down on the road 
resulting in grievous injuries to him. He was taken to the Lanka P.H.C. from where he 
was referred to G.M.C.H. where he breathed his last on 14/09/2011.

2. The police upon receipt of the ejahar registered Lanka Police Station case no.185/2011 
under sections 279/304 (A) IPC and started investigation in the case. After completion of 



the investigation the police submitted chargesheet against the accused, Bhanulal Das 
under sec 279/304 (A) IPC.

3. The accused was called upon to enter trial and after causing his appearance the copies 
of the relevant documents were furnished to the accused. Upon hearing and on perusal  
of record, formal charge against the accused under section 279/304 (A) IPC was framed 
and the said charge was read over and explained to the accused to which he pleaded 
not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4. The  prosecution  in  support  of  its  case  examined  seven  witnesses  including  the 
informant; whereas the defence did not adduce any evidence.

5. The defence case is of total denial as is evident from the statement of the accused, 
recorded under section 313 CrPC. 

6. I have heard both the parties. I have heard the learned counsel for the accused who 
submitted that there is no material against the accused person; as such the accused 
person needs to be acquitted.

7. Upon  hearing  and  on  perusal  of  record  I  have  formulated  the  following  point  for 
determination-

(1)Whether  the  accused  had  on  13/09/11  at  driven  his  auto  near  Dakkhin 
Jorapukhuri area of Hojai in a manner so rash or negligent on a public place so 
as to endanger human life and thereby committed offense punishable under Sec 
279 IPC?

(2)Whether  the  accused  had  on  13/09/11  at  driven  his  auto  near  Dakkhin 
Jorapukhuri area of Hojai and caused the death of Nantulal Das by doing a rash 
or negligent act and thereby committed an offense punishable under Sec 304 (A) 
IPC?

8. Now let me discuss the materials on record and try to arrive at a definite finding as 
regards the points for determination.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECISION:

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NOS.1 & 2:

9. I have clubbed both the points together to arrive at a definite conclusion.



10.The  prosecution  has  examined  seven  witnesses  in  support  of  its  case  whereas  the 
defence had adduced none. 

11.The PW1, Dibakar Das is the informant who is also the nephew of the deceased victim. 
In his deposition PW1 stated that he was informed by Narayan Das over phone that 
while Narayan Das and the victim were travelling in an auto on their way home from 
Lanka Bazar through Dakkhin Jorapukhuri at around 12.30 p.m., another auto coming 
from behind hit their auto and the victim fell down on the road. When PW1 reached the 
place of occurrence, he saw the victim in a sitting position on the road. He was bleeding 
from his ears and nose and people were pouring water in his head. The auto which had 
caused the accident was stationed there. Its registration number was AS-02E-1847. The 
victim was referred to G.M.C.H. where he expired on 14/09/11. Exhibit 1 which is the 
ejahar and Exhibit 1(1) which is the signature of the informant was proved by PW1.

12.In his cross examination PW1 stated that he was not present on the spot at the time of 
the incident. He did not know who was the driver of the offending auto and did not see 
him. He further admitted that he did not know which auto was driven at a high speed in 
a rash fashion. 

13.PW2 Narayan Das stated that on the date of occurrence, he was travelling in an auto. 
The auto had stopped at Jurapukhuri to drop a passenger. Then another speeding auto 
came and hit the auto from behind and their auto was lifted to a great height as a result 
of the impact. His co-passenger Nantulal Das fell out of the auto and injured his head. 
The victim was later taken to Lanka Hospital. PW2 stated that accused Bhanulal was the 
driver of the auto which had hit their vehicle and that the accused was driving the auto 
in a high speed and directly hit the stationary auto from behind.

14.In his cross examination PW2 stated that he was seated alongside the driver of their 
auto whose name he did not know. He stated that he had not seen the driver of the 
auto coming from behind. There was a hue and cry at the time of the incident and both 
the drivers of the vehicles escaped. He further stated that kicked the accused Bhanulal 
as he got down from the vehicle. The police did not record his statement. 

15.PW3, Lilawati Panika deposed that on the date of the occurrence she was travelling in 
an auto. There was another auto standing on the road. The driver of the auto in which 
she was travelling directly hit the standing auto ahead. The driver of the auto then made 
good his escape. 



16.In her cross examination, PW3 stated that she did not know the driver of the auto in 
which she was travelling and would not be able to recognize him if he saw him in the 
court.

17.PW4, Khirod Chandra Malakar stated that on the date of occurrence, he was sitting in an 
auto driven by his son. The auto at stopped at Jurapukhuri to drop some passengers 
when another auto came from behind and hit the auto in which he was travelling. One 
person had sustained injuries to his head and some other passengers were also injured. 
He stated that he did not know and did not see who was the driver of the auto that had 
hit the vehicle in which he was travelling.

18.In his cross examination PW4, denied the suggestion that his son had stopped the auto 
in the middle of the road which led to the other auto hitting their vehicle from behind 
and that he was deposing falsely.

19.PW5, Hari Prasad Sahu stated that the incident occurred near Jurapukhuri. There were 
two tempos coming one after another. He was seated in the second tempo. The first 
tempo had stopped to drop some passenger and the second tempo hit the first tempo 
directly from behind. PW5 lost consciousness as a result of the collision. He was taken 
by the police to the hospital for treatment.

20.In his cross examination, PW5 stated that he had seen the driver of the auto in which he 
was travelling in court. He knew him by face but did not know the name. He denied the 
suggestion that the auto in front had stopped suddenly in the middle of the road and 
that had led to the accident. He stated that the first auto was parked at the side of the 
road at a distance. 

21.PW6 is Niranjan Das. In his deposition he stated that he had seen the driver of the auto 
in which he was travelling in court. On the date of occurrence he was travelling in an 
auto bearing number AS-02E-1847. Near Jurapukhuri, the auto in which he was 
travelling hit the auto which was parked on the side of the road from behind. The 
Registration numbe rof the other auto was AS-02E-6654. Nantu Das was sitting in the 
auto which was by the second auto and he fell down and sustained injuries. He stated 
that he along with Hari Sahu and another lady also sustained injuries and police took 
them to the hospital for treatment. 

22.In his cross examination, PW6 stated that the auto in which he was travelling dragged 
the other auto on impact. The police did not record his statement. He stated that he 



knew the accused by face and did not know his name. He denied the suggestion that 
the other driver had stopped the auto in the middle of the road which led to their auto 
hitting the vehicle from behind. He stated there was a distance of 70-80 meters between 
both the autos.

23.PW7 is Dr. Basudev Malakar who is the M/O of the instant case. He testified that on 
13/09/11, he was working as SMHO at Lanka P.H.U. On that day on Police Requisition, 
he examined the victim Nantu Lal Das. He found fresh laceration on the oxi petal region 
with a large scalp Hematoma. Abrasion over all the limbs. At the time of examination the 
victim was drowsy, semi conscious and had a history of vomiting. The victim was 
immediately referred to HAMM Hospital, Hojai. PW7 also examined Hari Prasad Sahu, 
Niranjan Das and Smt. Lilawati Parika who had received minor injuries in the accident. 
Exhibit 2 being the Medical Certificate and Exhibit 2(1) bearing his signature were 
proved by PW7.

24.Now in arriving at a decision I have closely scrutinized the deposition of all the PWs. 
PW1 as admitted was not present at the spot and had not seen the accused at the spot. 
He reached the place of occurrence, he saw the victim in a sitting position on the road. 
Victim was bleeding from his ears and nose and people were pouring water in his head. 
The auto which had caused the accident was stationed there. The victim was referred to 
G.M.C.H. where he expired on 14/09/11. PW2 who was seated in the auto when it was 
hit by the other auto on the date of occurrence had identified the accused as being the 
driver of the auto which had hit their vehicle. He stated that their auto was lifted to a 
great height as a result of the impact of the collision and the victim was thrown out on 
the road as a result of the accident. He had stated that he had managed to kick the 
accused before the latter had managed to flee from the spot. PW3 had not been able to 
identify the driver of the vehicle but she had stated that the auto in which she was 
travelling was driven at a high speed and hit the auto positioned earlier from behind. 
PW4 who was also travelling in the auto ahead could not identify the accused but stated 
that when their auto was dropping passengers at Jurapukhuri, the auto which came 
from behind had hit their auto at a great speed and it had resulted in injuries to the 
victim and other passengers. PW5 and PW6 had both identified the accused as being the 
driver of the auto in which they were passengers and their auto had hit the auto 
stationed ahead at a great speed. PW4, PW5 and PW6 had all denied the suggestion 
that the first auto had stopped suddenly in the middle of the road and this had resulted 
in the second auto hitting the first auto from behind. PW5 had categorically stated that 
the first auto was parked in the side of the road. PW6 also stated that there was a 
distance of around 70-80 meters between both the autos. From the evidence of PW7 
who is the M/O it is evident that the victim had sustained severe head injuries as a 
result of the accident and he was referred to HAMM hospital from where he was further 
transferred to GMCH where he breathed his last. 



25.DECISION:   The evidence adduced by the Prosecution has been consistent with each 
other with regard to the accident. PW1, PW3 and PW4 had not been able to identify the 
accused as being the driver who was driving the second auto but PW3 and PW4 had 
clearly stated that the second auto had hit the first auto from behind at a great speed. 
PW2 had stated that the result of the impact was such that the first auto was lifted to a 
great height. PW2, PW5 and PW6 have all corroborated the prosecution story and they 
have identified the accused as the driver who had hit the first auto. PW4, PW5 and PW6 
had all denied the suggestion that the first auto had stopped suddenly in the middle of 
the road and this had resulted in the second auto hitting the first auto from behind. 
They have all stated unequivocally that the victim had sustained severe injuries as a 
result of the accident. PW7 who is the M/O had also supported the fact that the victim 
had sustained head injuries as a result of the accident which resulted in his death later 
on. PW2 had stated that the first auto was lifted to a great height as a result of the 
collision and PW6 stated that the second auto had dragged the first auto to a 
considerable distance upon impact. Hence it is evident that the auto driven by the 
accused was done at a very high speed. There are no inherent contradictions in the 
versions of the PWs who have stayed consistent in face of vigorous cross examination by 
the defense. Hence both the points of determination are decided in positive as against 
the accused.

ORDER

1. In view of the discussions made above and the decision reached therein it is held that 
the prosecution has been able to prove the charge against the accused person; as such 
the accused Bhanulal Das is held guilty of the charge under sections 279/304 (A) IPC 
and convicted.

2. I  have  heard  both the sides  on the point  of  charge.  The  Learned Counsel  for  the 
accused has pleaded for leniency. Considering the nature of offence and the fact that 
there  is  a  steady  increase  in  the  number  of  accident  related  deaths  and  rash  and 
negligent driving at a high speed with a complete disregard to the safety of others, I am 
not inclined to grant the benefit of Probation of Offenders Act to the accused so as to 
send a strong signal to the society.

3. Accordingly accused Bhanulal Das is sentenced to a fine of Rs. 500/(Five Hundred) for 
offence under Sec 279 IPC and sentenced to rigorous imprisonment for a term of six 
months and fine of Rs. 5000/(Five Thousand) for offence under sec 304 (A) IPC, in 
default imprisonment for a further term of one month.

4. The bailbond of the accused stands extended for a period of six months. Furnish a free 
copy to the accused.

5. The case is disposed of on contest without cost.



          Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this the 01st day of June, 2016 at 
Hojai.

Biswadeep Baruah,
Judicial Magistrate First Class, Hojai.

APPENDIX

Witness for the Prosecution:

1.1. PW1                     Dibakar Das

1.2. PW2                     Narayan Das

1.3. PW3                     Lilawati Panika

1.4. PW4                     Khirud Ch. Malakar

1.5. PW5                     Hari Prasad Sahu

1.6. PW6                     Niranjan Das



1.7. PW7                     Dr. Basudev Malakar

Witness for the defense:                        None

Exhibits:

Exhibit 1             Ejahar

Exhibit 2             Medical Report


